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Lepide User Behavior
Analytics

Benefits
Audit, monitor and alert on how your users and
entities are interacting with your critical data
(copying/moving/modifying) and spot trends so
that you can quickly react to potential threats.

Know Your Users
Spot hackers and insider threats amongst your
users by being able to search through and
analyze the key activities and metadata of your
users across potentially enormous volumes of
data.

Spot Deviations From the Norm
Determine what normal behavior looks like and
automatically detect and alert on when
anomalous user activity takes place.

Real Time Alerts
Track activities across huge environments in real
time so that you can make informed decisions to

ensure the security of your data.

Key Features
Monitor Data Interactions
See how your users are interacting with your
sensitive data so that you can determine whether
your users are insider threats.

Detect Potential Anomalies
Improve threat detection by spotting interactions
and system state changes that deviate from
normal user behavior automatically.

React to Anomalies
Get immediate real time alerts when users make
changes that deviate from their normal user
behavior to react quicker to potentially damaging
changes.

Track All Access Attempts
Determine which users are attempting to access
your critical data/systems so that you can spot

Start a Free Trial

excessive permissions.

www.lepide.com/download.html

Avoid Compliance Fines
Producing the required reports to satisfy auditors
Schedule a Demo
www.lepide.com/demoquest.html

can be a time consuming and complex process.
With Lepide, you can produce compliance-ready

reports in a single click.

Mobile App
Contact Us

Live Feed of changes as they happen. Designed

+1(0)-800-814-0578

to work on any Apple or Android enabled device.
Enables you to track changes on the go.

The Lepide Data Security Platform
The Lepide Data Security Platform combines our data classification, data access
governance, user behavior analytics and change auditing functionality into a single,
powerful data protection solution. Using Lepide, you can improve data protection, meet
compliance and detect/respond to threats in your environment.

